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Welcome Word
From our Chief Operating Officer, Simon Giles
Every year in early summer we have our
Cleaning Roadshow – this is where all of all
the Operational sector managers, director
and support teams get together for, in effect,
an annual conference.

Whilst a lot of fun was had by all, there was a theme running underneath the exercise, especially as all the teams were mixed up – so
working with people they wouldn’t normally – of teamwork. It was
fascinating to be an observer and watch how each team came together to work up their solution.

This year we were based in Kettering for 2 days,
with the focus being on teamwork, including
communication and management style. The feedback received from
everyone who attended was overwhelmingly positive, especially
about the team activity in the afternoon, which was basically a version
of red bull soap-box racing, where teams had to build and race their
own karts.

Working in teams isn’t always easy, especially as we often don’t get to
chose who we work with and people are all different by their very nature. What it is easy to forget sometimes though, is that this is also the
strength that a team can have in that different people bring different
ideas and solutions with them. In other words, they help us to all open
our minds and approach things differently.

All of the karts were fantastic ranging from fictional themes, including
batman and the smurfs through to ones much closer to home including a giant henry tub vac and even a toilet.

What the exercise also showed was that talking was the real key, and
that too often we fall back on sending emails, or leaving notes for colleagues as the way of communicating. Whilst it may feel quick to do,
it is difficult to build relationships with our colleagues and customers
through email – relationships are built through contact with people.

In true soap-box style, the teams had to also parade their karts once
completed and some of the sights I don’t think I will ever forget, including even one member of the cleaning finance team, who painted
her face blue so as to be true to being a smurf!
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One of my closing comments from the roadshow was a request for all
of the support teams to try and talk more and email less, and this is
something that I would urge everyone to think about. If we can talk
more, then certainly our teams will become stronger, not only internally but also our relationships with customers. Lets also not forget
that stronger teams will also help make it a more enjoyable place for
us all to work in!
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A word from

Naomi Austen, HR Director
Dear All,

The first celebration lunch took place on 18th July at the Malmaison
in Manchester. The winners from Cleaning were Paul Brennan from
Guenther Bakeries, Darren Whittingham from Alstom, Chester and
Ryan Whitmore from Savills. Congratulations to them everyone who
received a nomination, we are extremely proud of you all. The London
winner’s lunch takes place in November.

It’s hard to believe that summer is already here – where
has the year gone. Whilst
2019 seems to be whizzing
by, I am pleased to report
that so much has been going
on here at Axis.
Annual Cleaning Roadshow 2019
The Cleaning Services Roadshow took place in June, which Simon
talked about earlier on in the newsletter. What a great day had by all,
it was a fun way to bring everyone together! I led a communications
masterclass and we talked through all the things that challenge us on
a daily basis. The good parts and the bad, how we can improve ensuring that consistent messaging is reaching every employee, based on
all the feedback at the roadshow, I shall be pulling together a communications strategy for the business. Look out for that in the coming
months.
In addition, we launched our ‘Personal Charter’, all Managers that work
within the Cleaning business, operationally and in the back office
were asked to ‘sign up’ to our new charter on communications and
behaviours.

Goodbye Axis Hub…..hello Wrkit!
We are just over two years into our three year People Strategy and
things are moving on quite rapidly, and whilst there is still much
work to be done, we are continually challenging what we offer within
the business. Our current focus was on two things – Mental Health
Awareness and a change in Lifestyle Provider.
As you know, we introduced the Axis Hub back in 2017 and this has
been very advantageous to our business, however, as the business
grows and develops we need to ensure that what we offer, fits alongside it. It is felt that we have perhaps outgrown the Axis Hub due to it
not having the same objectives us here at Axis. So,
to that end, I am letting you know that with effect
from 14th August our relationship with the Axis
Hub shall cease. However, I am excited to let you
know that we have signed a contract with Wrkit.

They are:
• Treat everyone as a Customer (Internally and Externally)
• Respect everyone’s input and opinion
• Speak more and write
less
• Celebrate and publicise
success more
You’ll soon see these
Charters up in the offices
near you.

Wrkit isn’t an app, it is a website, but we identified that only 3% of our employee base actually logged onto the Hub
through an app – most people prefer to use a desktop or tablet, so the
change from an app to a desktop shouldn’t be too much of an inconvenience for anybody.
It is just as simple, you just save the website to your favourites and
it’s good to go. Wrkit has five components; Lifestyle Savings, Learning,
Wellbeing, Recognition & Surveys. This platform will take us to the
next level of engagement and I am really excited for you all to see it.
More details will be sent to your email address – look out for them.

Extra Mile Awards 2019
Each year we ask people all over the business to let us know about our
employees who go the ‘extra mile’. This is the second year of this award
and I am delighted to say that we received over 35 nominations for
this year – this is fantastic! We had a tough job judging this year due
to the quality of submissions, we did manage to shortlist 11 worthy
winners.

Please do sign up, you will be surprised at how many amazing things
are on there. Want to learn Spanish? Take up a personal trainer class?
Save on a weekly shop? Can’t sleep and need some advice? Then do
register, in addition to all of the above, there are some free gifts available for everybody that signs up.
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Day in the Life of...

Mark Ferguson
Sector Director, MFT
No two days are ever the same for my
working role, as within MFT we operate
Industrial contracts over a 24/7 period.

• Cliff Wynne-Jones is another transport
manager who has also been with Axis for
over 5 years now.

I am mostly out of the door between
06.00-07.00 most mornings’ dependant
on my diary, with a variety of site visits,
client meetings or internal meetings/
reviews being carried out.

• David Simms is the newest manager and
the 3rd Transport sector manager and has
nearly 2 years in his current role, and has
really settled into the team and working
well on his goals.

My working day does not usually stop
until I pull myself away from my laptop
in my home office late into the evening
after playing catch up on emails and
issues missed out on during the day due
to being on the road, and it is usually
without disturbance from phone calls or
emails at this time.

Operations is a very demanding role and
we are often seen as jack of all trades as we
must have a good appreciation and clear
understanding to deliver a support to all
aspects of the business, from Finance,
Health & Safety, Payroll, Human Resources,
Training, Invoicing, Compliance, Projects
and Sales.

Periodically I will also carry out a nightshift
to visit the transport operating contracts
and on the odd occasion a weekend site
visit will be carried out, at either the food
or transport contracts.

I have been in my current role for 17 years,
through a couple of business acquisitions,
and I have been through some real tough
times in the past, but I can honestly say
that the current ownership is the most
happiest I have felt in all my years, and it
is a pleasure to come to work every day.

The MFT Sector consists of Transport
contracts, Food processing sites, and the
JCB manufacturing sites across the UK. I
have 5 managers reporting into me, and
they are an experienced capable team
who I value very much and appreciate the
hard work and support they give to the
Axis business. I also feel they enjoy the
careers they have with Axis as some of the
team have now been with me for many
years and they are;
• Ron Rigby the Food sector manager who
has over 20 years in his post.
• Terry Calder a Transport sector manager,
who apart from a short break with Axis
has been with me for nearly 16 years.

The business is a very people business and
it cares about what we deliver and now
wants to improve and grow.
My passion out of work is my family and
football, and unfortunately at the moment
it is Everton FC.
Most of my spare time is taken up running
my 2 teenage daughters Rachel & Hannah
around in Dads Taxi, or following football
and horse racing with the odd flutter. My
wife Irene and I usually try and fit in some
weekend walks that usually also consist of
a time alone breakfast or lunch, away from
the demands of work or teenage kids.

• Nick Barnwell manages the JCB account
has now been in position for over 5 years.
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Health and Safety
by Tracey Hammond

Compliance
by Gayle Windrim

I joined the business on 3rd September 2018 as
Group Safety & Compliance Support Manager.
In my role, I look after compliance, lead on
site audits and administer all accreditation
maintenance for Axis Cleaning. In addition,
I will help support and work with the Group
H&S Manager in reducing health & safety risk
throughout the Axis business through site
visits and assisting in the training of site-based
teams. I have 15 years’ experience in Health &
Safety within the manufacturing, construction,
engineering and rail sectors. I look forward to
working with you all.
During the period 30/10/2018 to 02/11/2018
Axis CSS was audited by CCAS across the
three ISO Standards (Quality, Environmental
and Health & Safety). The final result was 5
non-conformances and 19 opportunities for
improvement. The sites visited by the auditors
were Sidcup, The Mercury Mall, Shrewsbury
Railway Station, Blenheim Court, Cannon Park
Shopping Centre & Wulfrun Shopping Centre. A
big thank you goes out to everybody for hosting
the auditors on their sites and for participating
in these audits. An action plan was submitted
to CCAS for the 5 non-conformances along with
evidence to rectify the non-conformances. This
will be reviewed at the next audit in 2019.

That huge yellow ball in the sky means
that it is summer again! I am hoping
that the good weather is going to
continue into August and September
before we have to think about getting
our snow shoes out again! I thought I
would give you a few reminders about
keeping healthy and safe during this
lovely hot weather.

• A wet cloth or towel around the neck
may assist in bringing the temperature
down.

Firstly, make sure that you are properly
hydrated before you leave for work in case
of delays on your journey in hot trains,
buses or your car. It is advisable to avoid
ice cold drinks, the temperature makes
your blood vessels shrink, your digestion
becomes restricted, and hydration is
hindered.

• Watch out for signs of dehydration in
yourself and others

Dress sensibly when out in direct sunlight,
and cover up exposed skin where possible.
Don’t forget to slap on your sun screen.
Keep out of the midday sun if you can.
When outdoors if possible, wear a cap or
sun hat.

• Plan your day

Watch out for signs of dehydration in
yourself and others:
• Feeling thirsty
• Feeling dizzy and light headed
• Feeling tired
• Dry mouth, lips and eyes
• Less trips to the loo to pass fluids
• Passing dark yellow and strong-smelling
urine
If you think you may be dehydrated:
• Sip / drink fluids – water or energy drinks
like Lucozade.
• Get into an air-conditioned environment
or cooler area.
• Remove any excess clothing, and loosen
clothing.
• If available, use a spray bottle or misters
to spray tepid (lukewarm) water on
exposed skin surfaces to help with cooling
by evaporation.
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• If after the above you still feel unwell,
seek medical advice.
In summary:
• Keep hydrated – don’t wait until you are
thirsty!

• Dress sensibly when out in direct sunlight
• Cover up exposed skin where possible
• Slap on the sun screen
• Keep out of the midday sun if you can

• Prevention is better than cure!
A big thank you to everyone who has
gone out of their way to report any ‘near
misses’ they have come across whilst
working. Axis CSS has a positive approach
to incident reporting, and we encourage
our teams to report any safety concerns
they encounter whilst at work. Once we
are aware of an issue, we can take positive
action to put it right!
Near Miss reports are important, and by
flagging up unsafe acts or conditions
to your managers it enables them to
investigate and improve the situation.
Safety is everyone’s responsibility so
please continue to pick up the phone
and contact Reportline on 02920 029419.
If you have access to fast field forms, you
can also submit near misses through this
route.
Between January and June 2019 our
cleaning teams around the U.K had
reported 133 near misses. During the
same period last year, there had been 88
reports. This is an increase of just over 50%
on last year’s amount - a brilliant effort by
all.
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Old Spitalfields Market - applying new technology to a very
old problem

UK integrated services provider Axis Group has used technology designed to protect lone-workers to overcome barriers to traditional
emergency alarms at the iconic Old Spitalfields Market (OSM) in London.
The market has occupied its current site since King Charles I granted a licence for the sale of flesh, fowl and roots at Spittle Fields in 1638.
Many of its more than 45 retail units occupy Grade II listed buildings and the Pick Protection platform was reconfigured to alert OSM’s on-site
concierge about situations and incidents requiring further investigation or attendance by a security officer at the press of a button.
The system also allows employees direct access to the concierge via an App, and further allows PC-based monitoring, identification of an
employee’s exact location via a visual tracker map, and two-way communication using dedicated mobile phone numbers. The concierge office
is manned by UK Security Industry Authority (SIA) qualified operatives.
Rebecca Pick, CEO of Pick Protection, says OSM is “raising the bar” in employee safety.
Paul Davies, Head of Real Estate and Facilities at OSM Limited which operates the site, says the system provides fast, intelligent and flexible
lone worker support:
“We are extremely pleased that our retailers and their employees working in the market have been given this additional level of safety. We have
worked closely with Axis Group and Pick Protection to ensure we have implemented the system properly. While the market contains a great deal
of high-value stock, it is the employees who are our most valuable asset”, before adding he “strongly believes” the technology is enhancing the
company’s ability to deliver its duty of care towards workers.
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Delivering a successful bespoke hygiene cleaning
Axis Cleaning and Support services has held the Hygiene Support contract at Guenther Bakeries in Heywood since 2013, and at its
Banbury site since 2017.
Mark Ferguson for Axis Cleaning and Support Services, explains what’s involved in the successful delivery of the bespoke hygiene cleaning
operation.
‘’Over the two sites, the contract includes full food production plant cleaning, all hygiene related services, silo cleaning, office cleaning and laundry
services, with our overall objective to add value, improve standards and rationalise costs and service delivery across the two sites.
Over the years we have introduced a number of key innovations to improve and increase our productivity levels. A dry ice cleaning process, for
example, uses a compressed air system to ensure efficient and safe cleaning of key electrical parts, and is also extremely effective on non-electrical
areas – reducing the number of processes required. We effectively utilised this system on cleaning the dust covers and link chains on the final proofer
systems, meaning dough can be removed from the link chains easily, efficiently, and without the need for each link to be cleaned by hand.
Enhancing safety and efficiency, we have reduced the use of mobile electronic work platforms (MEWPs) by investing in a ‘SkyVac system’ that enables
the cleaning of high and awkward areas from ground level. The product was chosen as it is Atex Rated to Zone 22, mitigating any risk involved with
flour creating a combustible environment.
We work in partnership with Guenther, utilising our experience of the stringent cleaning and hygiene requirements of food manufacture to ensure
best practice. Our enhanced employee training and benefits package aim to further employee progression, empowerment and morale, which we see
as critical to the successful long-term relationship we are proud to have with Guenther.’’
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New Square wins Birmingham Awards
Congratulations to our client Savills and our team at New
Square for winning 'Best Shopping Experience of the Year'
at the Birmingham Awards in 2018.
The Birmingham Awards highlight and recognise the ongoing
contributions of its citizens. The city is continuing to evolve – an
experience worth embracing. The Birmingham Awards perfectly encapsulates the heart of this city and those remarkable people who make it so great.

Above Beyond Call of Duty
The team has earned this fantastic reward after carrying out
a huge amount of extra work for an upcoming audit, in a
short period of time.
Even though this action was above and beyond the team’s normal cleaning activities, the team was mobilised by the Axis Hygiene Manager, Paul Brennan, finishing the work well ahead of
the auditor’s visit. This had a great impact on the results and was
greatly appreciated by the clients, rewarding them with shopping vouchers.

Recognition at JCB
It was a pleasure to reward all sites on the JCB Contract with a small
social get together at the end of last year, on their respective site of
work as a thank you for all their hard work and dedication throughout
2018.
In total, 57 members of the team attended one of the small gatherings,
pictures of which can be seen. There were nibbles, crackers and a healthy
dose of festive sprit to get all ready for Christmas.
Both Axis and JCB are hugely grateful to the Teams for hard work
throughout the year attending crisis’s ranging from floods to fires and
including hurricanes! All completed with a smile and a cheerful demeanor.
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Hartnell Taylor Cook’s Walsingham House joint contract
Independent Property Consultant, Hartnell Taylor Cook has chosen Axis Group to deliver security and cleaning services at Walsingham
House in the City of London.
The appointment of Axis Cleaning and Axis Security gives Hartnell Taylor Cook a seamless ‘one team’ approach to the site’s security and
cleaning needs.
Walsingham House offers more
than 64,000 sq ft of new Grade A
office space, following a complete
redevelopment behind the retained
Portland stone façade. The ten-storey
building, close to Fenchurch Street
Station, is a high-end development
with terraces on the top three floors
offering superb views of London
landmarks. The building’s ornate
façade, with elements of art deco,
coupled with a prestige reception area
creates an elevated first impression for
visitors.
Axis is currently providing a core team
of highly professional front-of-house
personnel, adding further staff as the
building increases occupancy. The
management teams for cleaning and
security will work closely to provide
joint contract management upholding
Axis’ ‘one team’ approach.
Commenting on the contract award, Andrew Goodall, Senior Facilities Manager for Hartnell Taylor Cook said: “We selected Axis as we were
looking for a company that had in depth experience in delivering security and cleaning services to high quality greenfield office developments. Since
practical completion they have shown a level of flexibility, knowledge and service delivery that you seldom see in their market place.”
“We are very pleased to win this joint contract,” says Jonathan Levine, Axis Group CEO. “We know that there are many benefits to be gained when
cleaning and security services are managed with the same seamless approach and many of our clients, like Hartnell Taylor Cook are increasingly
recognising this. We look forward to supporting at Walsingham House and providing the tenants with a first-class service.”

The Bid Writer just keeps going ang going..
Well done to our colleague, David Downs, for braving a 69 mile run
from Carlisle Castle, along the countryside of Hadrian’s Wall to Newcastle, raising money for Children with Cancer UK. Smiles all the way
too!
His next events for this year include a 100 mile Prudential Bike Ride, the
Woldingham Marathon, Richmond Runfest Marathon, Beachy Head Marathon as well as our own fundraising 5k event for Great Ormond Street
Hospital (our Corporate) Charity with a team of 16 Axis employees.
Forrest Gump, move over!
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